Results and Discussion

In base case operation of the unit with methane, it was observed that the temperature was higher at the bottom of the catalyst pad which can be explained by the effect of boundary layer development in front of the catalyst pad. Conversion of methane was decreased at high methane flow rates with more methane detected in the exhaust gas. Methane conversion at different flow rates is shown in Figure 1. In fact at high flow rate there is not enough oxygen to satisfy the oxidation demand. When the fan was turned on to increase the air circulation in front of the pad, complete conversion of methane was achieved.

Addition of water into the reactor did not significantly affect the methane conversion at low flow rate. However at high water flow rates, temperature at the bottom of the pad was significantly lower and bottom of the pad was wet, and conversion was observed to decrease. When toluene and pentane mixture were introduced into the unit, significant decrease of methane conversion was observed since these hydrocarbons are combusted preferably before methane conversion.

Materials and Methods

The commercial counter-diffusive radiant heater used in the experiments was a 30 cm × 30 cm unit. It consisted of a catalyst pad, an insulation blanket, an empty space in the back for fuel injection and an electrical heating element. The thickness of the catalyst pad was about 1 cm. The electrical heating element was used to raise the catalyst pad temperature and when the temperature was high enough to sustain the combustion, methane was introduced and electrical heater was unplugged. The sample of the exhaust gas was analyzed using an HP 5890 gas chromatograph. Methane conversion was calculated based on the relative concentration of methane and CO₂ in the exhaust gas. Pentane used in the experiments was anhydrous pentane of 99+% purity and toluene was HPLC grade. These compounds were added to the reactor feed to simulate the real natural gas dehydration effluent. A syringe pump was used to transfer the mixture of pentane and toluene into the back of the heater through a small injection port added to the unit and a digital pump was used to pump the water. The molar concentrations of methane, water and hydrocarbons mixture were 40%, 40% and 20%, respectively. These two streams joined together shortly before the injection port. Temperature distribution across the catalyst pad was monitored using three thermocouples placed diagonally at 5 mm depth inside the pad and the temperature in the back space where fuel is injected was monitored by the forth thermocouple. The fan used in some of the experiments was a 12 V DC fan with adjustable speed. For data acquisition, Labview software package was used.
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Figure 1. The effect of methane flow rate on its conversion.